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the anti-treaty agitators from the commonplace mob orator to
the less commonplace patriotic assassin; the criticism of either
amounted to an accusation of faulty tactics; any real reproof
that was levied against them was on the purely domestic ground
that the activities of the gangs were detrimental to the existence
of the republican system. It was of course evident to those respon-
sible for policy that it was quite absurd to expect to return to the
European commonwealth and at the same time reject unilaterally
or more or less furtively violate an integral part of that common-
wealth's public law. But not only had a considerable number of
such responsible persons begun to regard such a return as
undesirable; the basic fact was that the nation in its majority
had rejected the treaty—the majority for Locarno was due to
the recognition that Locarno was a defeat for the treaty—and
differed only in the manner and extent to which that rejection
should be made defiant.
But Stresemann had one asset; the opponents of defiance were
by 1925 in an overwhelmingly strong majority. The Ruhr experi-
ences if it had been of immense benefit to the national moral,
had shown very plainly the disastrous practical consequences
to Germany of even passive resistance to aggression. To that
majority there was a middle course between surrender and
defiance, and to be approved the government policy had to strike
a somewhat delicate balance between an appearance of firmness
calculated to satisfy the national pride and an appearance of
pliancy calculated to allay the fears of those beyond the frontiers
who saw in every German intransigence a threat of immediate war.
For three years Stresemann had conducted policy in that state
of balance under the savage criticism of those who thought that
he inclined too much to the anti-German side. In 1927, as the
nation looked back, all but the hidebound critics were driven
to admit5 without prejudice to possible future consequences, he
had accomplished two definite things. He had succeeded in
getting Germany's treaty burden made definite in the sense
that what was fixed represented an unincreasable maximum,
capable in legal ways of infinite reduction and even of cancellation.,
and he had restored Germany to equality of status in the Euro-

